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SoCo Competition 2022
Yes, it’s back by very popular demand and full rules
can be found in this issue.
Entry is open to individual members of the IAC who
live in the SoCo Region, individuals who are members of
clubs that are in the SoCo region and are affiliated to the
IAC and Affiliated clubs in the SoCo region.
You have a while to create your productions or to
finish ones you have started as the closing date is on 31st
July. Having said that, years and months don’t seem to
last as long as they used to! So get your skates on.
The judges are yet to be appointed. However, there
will be a panel from outside the region who will make the
decisions on winners and provide feedback on entries.
I believe that the feedback is useful, even if we find it
hard to take on occasions. This is evidenced by a recent
experience. I was delighted to have judged the annual
competition for the Scottish Association of Moviemakers
recently. The winner was delighted to say the least. He
remarked that he had entered it in a previous BIAFF (not
this years) and not done as well as he had hoped.
However, he took on board the comments, re edited the
film and ended up as a winner.
He could have moaned about how stupid judges are,
but he took the positive route and turned a good film into
a great film. So long as your current film is better in some
way to your last one you are on the right road.
As a council, we recognise that not everyone likes to
enter competitions and this is a perfectly valid view.
However, there are a body of members who do like to
enter competitions and this is their opportunity.
The IAC has Open Film Nights (see page 16) and these
are an opportunity to get your film seen without having
to enter into a competition.
Back to this years competition. As last year, it will be
totally on line, the application form and the viewing of
the videos. No hassle, no postage costs and best of all no
fee.
So here are the links you will need:
The Rules (also on page 3)
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AkZl58orC7
_vUzs6H50v4AzTZVvKHA0/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=1024682902461600
41191&rtpof=true&sd=true
The Entry Form
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1MwkWbWCMOI
5lDUCpQGTZZKXjSe6Es84vysJeKhmKWLE/edit?usp=shar
ing
Zoom Licences
A suggestion has been put forward that the SoCo
Region consider purchasing a Professional Zoom Licence
that less affluent clubs could use so they can have
meetings longer than 45 minutes. Each licence can only
support one meeting at a time so we could not have two
clubs using it at the same time. Please let me know if you
could benefit from this and if there is interest we could
discuss this at Council.
Lee Prescott
It was great to hear from past SoCo Editor and long
time contributor to our magazine, Lee Prescott. You may

remember I mentioned that he had not been well. Sadly
he has been in hospital but is back out now and hoping to
regain more of his mobility. I enjoyed our short
conversation on the the phone and was delighted to
receive an article from him. He tells me that it had
appeared about ten years ago. I can’t remember what
happened yesterday so it was good to read it “again”.
IAC Open Film Nights
On page 16 you will find an advert for the next IAC
Open Film Night. Simon Sumner, our National Chairman,
extends a welcome to you for this night of films. The
previous ones have been a great success and this one will
be no exception.
Join us on Zoom for an interesting and entertaining
evening.
New contributor
I am pleased to publish an article from Ivan Andrews
who is the very well respected chairman of Teign Film
Makers Group. He talks about his experiences of filming
families and how things have changed over time.
Teign Film Makers remained very active right
throughout the pandemic with online meetings inviting
visitors from around the country.
They are back to physical meetings once a month
with Zoom meetings for the remainder of the weekly
meetings.
Regular Contributors
No magazine could survive without its regular core of
contributors and I am privileged to have such a great
team. I’ve already mentioned Lee, our longest serving
contributor.
In this issue Tom Hardwick answers some of the
questions he gets asked. And if others have asked then
we can probably learn from the answers. Tom has a
wealth of photographic and video experience to call on
and the fact that he is willing to share is our gain.
Ian Simpson, from “down under”, (I wonder if
Australian’s refer to us as “up over”?) treats us to some
technical knowledge about colour. Ian has the wonderful
skill of making complex issues understandable.
Melvyn Dover, this month, takes a look at simple
animation techniques which may help us to improve our
own skills.
The calm and measured Dave Jones asks us the
question do we analyse enough. Dave always provides us
with great food for thought and has a wide technical
background of experience to call on.
Allan Wallbank treats us once again to “Rambles”.
They are far from rambles as are always an interesting
read on a variety of topics.
Soco Council Member, Robert Paget, offers up his
take on the world of film making and the things he has
been up to. Robert regularly does well with his films in
competitions.
Of course, a big thank you to everyone else who
contributes articles on an occasional basis. I am indebted
to you all.
Keep Smiling
Pip

SoCo Regional Video Competition 2022
(Incorporating the SoCo Baby Dolphin
and Dolphin Competitions)
Rules
1.

Entry into the “The SoCo Regional Video Competition 2022” is open to:
1.1 Individual members of the IAC within the SoCo Region
1.2 Individual members of an IAC Affiliated Club within the SoCo Region
1.3 Club Entries from an IAC Affiliated Club within the SoCo Region

2. Films must have been made since January 2021 and have not previously been entered into a
SoCo Regional Competition.
3.

There are three categories in the competition:
3.1 Main competition: Films on any subject with a maximum length* of 20 minutes
3.2 Dolphin Competition: Films of a light hearted nature with a maximum length* of 10
minutes
3.3 Baby Dolphin Competition: Films of a light hearted nature with a maximum length* of 1
minute
* Maximum film length includes all credits and any lead in’s and out’s

4.

There is no entry fee.

5.

Entries will only be accepted into the competition electronically via:
5.1 Preferred Method: The entrant providing a link (and password if needed) to an online
version (such as YouTube, Vimeo, or via a google drive)
5.2 Alternative Method: WeTransfer, using www.WeTransfer.com sent to
pipcritten@googlemail.com. The entrant agrees that the film can then be uploaded to the
SoCo Competition Public YouTube Channel

6.

The closing date for entries is midnight 31st July 2022.

7.

Each entry must have a completed Online Entry Form that can be found here:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1MwkWbWCMOI5lDUCpQGTZZKXjSe6Es84vysJeKhmKWLE/e
dit?usp=sharing

8.

Entries into the Dolphin and Baby Dolphin competitions will be automatically included in SoCo
main competition.

9.

The competitions are for films made by individuals or clubs for pleasure and not for
commercial gain, other than for the benefit of their club or a charity. Members of the
production team, including actors, must not have been paid for their time.

10. Copyright clearance of all material, both sound and vision, is the sole responsibility of the
entrant.
11. Name(s) on the entry form will be used on any certificates that may be awarded.
12. Entries will be assessed by a judging panel. Their comments will be sent to entrants by email in
early September.
13. Details of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd in each of the three competitions will be published in SoCo
News.
14. The SoCo Regional Council reserve the right not to accept entries that are deemed offensive or
in bad taste and will rule on all matters concerning the competitions and no correspondence
can be entered into.
15. Submission of an entry confirms acceptance for award winning films to be uploaded to a public
YouTube channel.
16. Submission of an entry confirms acceptance by the entrant of the above competition rules.
17. Submission of an entry confirms agreement to process personal data for administrative purposes.

A. A close-up or "dioptre" lens is a simple converging
Q. I’ve heard that decreasing the sharpness in the
custom preset menu in my camcorder would not decrease lens that, added to the front of the camera's own lens,
the resolution. Would you explain why there is edge effectively changes the distance to optical infinity to the
reciprocal of the dioptre rating in meters. In plainer
enhancement in video?
A. If you turn off edge enhancement entirely the English, put a +1 dioptre lens on the front of the camera,
image can look soft, even with modern sensors. Edge and when you set the lens to infinity focus, it's actually
enhancement effectively increases the abruptness of focused at one meter (about 39 inches). Put a +2 dioptre
transitions between light and dark areas, so it increases lens on, and with the lens focused at infinity, you're really
the apparent "sharpness" of an image by making edges focused at 1/2 meter (about 20 inches). If you focus the
look less fuzzy. Of course this doesn't actually add any lens closer than optical infinity, the actual distance will be
additional detail to the image that wasn't there to start correspondingly closer.
with, but it can still make a resolution test chart appear to
give a slightly higher resolution measurement.
The "sharpness" setting in the custom preset menu
simply adjusts the level of edge enhancement and hence
doesn't change resolution. A lower level may create a
somewhat more film-like look, but this is a judgment call.
In fact, different film emulsions differ in the sharpness
with which they render edges, something termed
"acutance" in photography.

Do you remember that when we used to transfer our
finished timelines out to VHS tape, we used to find that
higher edge enhancement made the picture look better
by adding apparent sharpness. But back then if we did
copy VHS tapes to VHS tapes (often necessary in the
crash-edit linear editing days) we were well advised to go
into the VCR’s menu and switch the sharpness off.
Generally it was referred to as the ‘edit’ mode, though
some machines offered you edit, sharp, soft and normal,
just to confuse matters. If you left it on you could get
double the ‘sharpness’, giving that awful thick black line
around objects. Thank goodness that’s all behind us.
Q. Can you explain how close-up lenses work? Are
there disadvantages to using them?

Always try and work with as simple a set-up as
possible. Adding lenses and filters invariably loses you
something in the way of sharpness and adds to the flare
levels.

Before using a close-up lens try zooming all the way in,
(i.e. use maximum telephoto and closest focus) resorting
to a close-up lens only if necessary. Even then, remember
to remove any ‘protection’ filters before adding the CU
lens, and do use a multi-coated one if possible. Using
smaller shooting apertures might well improve edge
definition in certain cases.
Q. Do we need circular polarising filters for
camcorders? I read somewhere that for camcorders the
linear type will work equally well.
A. Short answer: a linear polariser is fine, and anyway,
two linear polarisers are always used in combination to
form a variable ND filter. Longer answer: A circular
polariser is really nothing more than a linear polariser
with an extra layer that converts the linearly polarised
light coming through the front part of the filter into
circularly polarised light that won't confuse cameras
sensitive to such things.

Panasonic camera is much slower to change than my
Sony, and this explains why it’s important to choose a WB
setting or to manually WB if at all possible.
If you imagine yourself out under a glorious setting
sun one evening, you’ll realise that the colour
temperature of the day is approaching that of artificial
light. The auto WB will behave just as it would in the
experiment above; it’ll try its hardest to remove the red
colour cast and render colours correctly. But the human
brain knows that it’s the incorrectness of the colours of
the sunset that gives the scene its beauty, and in these
conditions your best bet is to set you camera’s WB to the
‘sun’ position.
The bulb symbol gives you a factory preset white
balance of 3,200 Kelvin - i.e. the approximate colour
temperature of tungsten light. Similarly the sun symbol
gives you a factory preset white balance of 5,600 Kelvin i.e. the colour temperature of an average day in the sun.
If colour fidelity is critical to your shoot and continuity
demands that shot follows shot with colour accuracy,
then your best bet is to manually white balance
throughout the day. Generally a little ‘bow tie’ symbol
appears and while pointing the camcorder at either side
of a grey card you push in the control wheel, which allows
the camcorder to lock in this reading.

This is a somewhat fiddly operation to do and requires
care in set-up to ensure that the card is being lit by the
same source as the subject. Modern auto WB algorithms
are pretty good and if in doubt the automation will
generally do a good job. But like all the automation on
All video camera light-metering works directly off the your camcorder the brain that controls it may well be fast
sensors, so that's not a concern these days. Given this, acting, but it is an unseeing, unthinking, accurate idiot,
and nine times out of ten you’ll get better results using
linear polarisers work just fine on video cameras.
manual.
Q. I have real time colour and exposure correction on
my computer. Surely this is fine for correcting colour
imbalance and exposure errors?
A Yes, it works, and modern NLE (Non Linear Edit)
systems with white and black balance can do a
remarkable correction job. You can fine-tune the
exposure in post-production too, making the picture
lighter or darker. Your NLE system means you can correct
for a tilted camera, you can sharpen a shot, boost the
colour, stabilise a wobbly shot and much more.

On the other hand, there's nothing wrong with using
a circular polariser; it just costs more money.
Q. If I leave my white balance (WB) to the
automation, is it working (and changing the white
balance) all the time?
A. When auto WB has been selected the camera
constantly samples the light and adjusts the WB
accordingly. Try this experiment. Plug the output of your
camera into a TV. Then point the camera at a piece of
white paper lit with daylight from a window - then pan to
a piece of paper lit with a tungsten lamp. If you watch
carefully you'll see the paper gradually turn from blue to
white - then from orange to white - on your TV as you pan
from one to the other. It can take a few seconds for the
camera to do a white balance this way - so be patient. My

But all this processing of the image is in fact
destroying the quality of the original image, changing the
original digital file that holds the key to what makes digital
video look so good. So if at all possible, get your footage
shot initially with correct exposure, correct WB, correct
focus and audio levels. The less post production tweaking
you do on the timeline the better the image quality will
be, always remembering of course that what looks right is
right. If the film looks better then I always say it is better,
regardless of the technical quality loss.
Q. I’m a bit nervous about approaching people
directly to get good close-ups, especially at weddings.
A. Event photography is a delicate balance between
intermingling with the people yet trying not to change the
reality of what you’re shooting by being there and
recording the day. The quality of your finished work is the
bottom line. In the past I’ve edited a piece that was shot
by a good camera operator who I’m sure was wonderfully

"unobtrusive." The footage was a train wreck, with when I feel I’ve intruded somewhat I’ll show a guest how
blocked shots and back shots. The trouble is no one good they look on the camera's screen and this often goes
smiled and said, "Bad video, but he was sure unobtrusive." down well. It's lost shooting time and is hassle, but it's
part of the payback that people deserve, I feel.
Often clergy and officials aren't keen on you being
there either. (Why? we're both paid professionals at this
occasion). Some years ago I was shown where I would
stand - right at the back of the room. Real “unobtrusive
footage” shots coming up I thought - backs of heads and
total dullness. I suggested I shoot from outside the room
- setting up my tripod on the grass outside a window. Of
course they wanted me to keep the window shut in case
it 'ruffled the papers', but I kept smiling in the face of this
officialdom and finally got my way. All the time the
minutes are ticking away, my kit needs setting up,
microphones need placing, the bride's car is approaching,
I have other things to do. The results looked fine. I got
great shots of the couple’s faces as they exchanged vows
and rings, but it takes some determination to get what
you want, rather than what other people feel you deserve.
18 years ago

There's a fine line that separates the need for
unobtrusiveness and the other alternative - the in-yourface type of photographer. Wedding videos are really a
lot to do with moving portraiture and the only real way to
do this is aim the camera at people and shoot away. It's
another reason to like a side-screen rather than the
viewfinder - this way you can be obviously smiling and
friendly as you roam around picking off the faces. As the
wedding day draws on, the guests will become so used to
you 'being everywhere' that they'll get on with their lives
and it’s at this point where you begin to get your best shots.

Every now and then I look back at articles I’ve written
to see how accurate my predictions have been about our
movie-making technology. I was interested to see that in
a Positive Image article written in 2004 we were all in the
process of burning our own DVDs rather than outputting
and distributing using S-VHS tape. Back then we’d all
switched over from analogue (S-VHS and Hi-8)
camcorders to digital tape (Mini-DV mainly), and HDV
(high definition recorded to perfectly normal MiniDV
tape) was just about to appear.

I said back then: In some ways DVD acts like video
tape – the more you squeeze onto it the more the
quality suffers, and it is for this reason you shouldn’t
archive to disc. It’s a fledgling technology and I
suspect a passing one, so keeping the original DV
master tapes for recording to the next (flash
Long focal lengths and wide apertures give me good memory?) format is a very good idea.
portraiture results. Often I’ll keep the camera running on
a face and on the edit bench later I’ll just keep the best of
Tom Hardwick
the smile, the response, the reaction. Every now and then

WEYMOUTH MOVIE MAKERS
We have not done Zoom over the Covid restrictions
but we have started up again meeting on a monthly basis.
If anyone in the area would like to come to a meeting
but has no transport we may be able to pick you up, as I
drive in from Buckland Newton, so could pick anyone up
from Dorchester.
We welcome any contact from clubs or individuals.
Chairman – John Simpson
Email: johnsimpson57@yahoo.co.uk
Website https://5d00c4e3865e8.site123.me/
YouTube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/ConradStClaire/videos

The herd of a dozen or so elephants walk through the
Hi all, so I’m back for the time being after a sojourn in
two hospitals and still unable to get out of the house lodge's reception area regularly at least twice a day for
about four weeks and then sporadically for about another
(home alone)! So some time for past research!
From time to time here in the UK we read and hear three weeks to feed on the fruit trees when in season.
about a lot of crazy planning decisions courtesy of our
local Councils and their Planning Departments. Of course,
far be it from me to even mention bods like "Government
Inspectors".

If you decide to go there do NOT forget your video
camera, plenty of appropriate media, (tapes, cards,
whatever), batteries and the charger.
The gross errors in foresight, understanding and
planning will enable you to capture unique and unusual
Seems to me that most of these people, if not all, live footage!
on a different planet from the rest of us. Mind you in the
world of bureaucracy they are not unique, far from it!
Also, research plays little if any part in such decisions...
If you think that such an attitude is peculiar to the UK
think again - forget that and read on.

Oh, and by the way, always remember that the African
Elephant is far more agressive than its Indian Cousins,
especially the male during it cyclical randy "Musth"
periods. They also weigh in at between 2.5 and 6 tonnes,
on occasion 9 tonnes.They are capable of moving almost
All animals and Elephants in particular are creatures at the speed of an express train with the ability to change
of habit. Why should they have their ancient ways, direction akin to a Russian ballerina!
Lee Prescott
pathways and habits screwed up by a collection of later
arrivals, "simple" humans?
Depicted is a regular occurrence at the Mfuwe Lodge
in the South Luangwa National Park in Zambia, where the
lodge was built on and across the Elephants' ancient
traditional path through to some wild mango trees on the
property.

Can I have the key to room four please?

I decided to go with a cheeky title for this article, as
everyone interested in photography and cinematography
knows that both cine and video cameras never produce
“right” or “true” colours. There is always some bias and
often what is the “right” colour for one person isn’t “right”
for another. So, if colour in photography and
cinematography is so subjective, why discus the “right”
colour? One answer to this is to recognise that there are
colour reproduction differences between cameras and so
when you go to buy your next camera you should be
happy with the colour that camera produces. Now I know
some readers will be quick to mention that with modern
editing software it is possible to change one colour “look”
into another, but how many amateur editors will bother
and how many are skilled enough to make these changes?

The Digital Era
You would perhaps think that when movie making
transitioned from a chemical process to an electronic one
there would be little significant differences in colour
reproduction. After all digital sensors are designed to
have a Bayer filter for pixels to capture the three colours,
red, green and blue. So you would expect such a process
to give a more consistent colour reproduction than the
old chemical-film process. However, here even the colour
filters over the pixels can vary in “purity” of colour and the
processing of the digital data can also introduce colour
variations, intentionally.
Thus, this combination of lens, sensor and data
processing has led to different cameras having different
colour “looks”. The Sony Look has developed a poor
reputation, whilst the Canon Look is raved about, and the
Fujifilm Look is loved by those who like to remember the
colour of Fuji films. As Gerald Undone discusses all of this
in:
www.thephoblographer.com/2018/11/06/hereswhat-you-need-to-know-about-color-science-and-whatmakes-canons-special/
Straight out of the camera, the “Canon Look” he
attributes to “how Canon cameras render skin color,
shifting the colors from red into orange to even out the
differences between the reds and greens,“ also Canon
“noticeably renders the blues as cyan and deepens the
blues in the greens making the color pop”. So straight
away the image you capture does not have “natural”
colours, rather the manufacturer is introducing biases to
make the image more “pleasing”.
Most Accurate Colour Reproduction Doesn’t Mean
Pleasing Colours

Both images were shot on auto white balance and
automatic exposure. The Canon photo clearly has the more
saturated colours, whilst by comparison the Sony photo has
a warmer representation of the brick work. Which has the
truer colours—which is the better photo?

The Film Era
The fact that cameras can produced slightly different
colour renditions of a scene is not new. I learned that
when I replaced my Canon 518 Super 8 film camera with
a camera that had an Angenieux lens. With both cameras
using the same film, Kodachrome 40, the Canon zoom lens
gave “creamy” whites whilst the Angenieux zoom lens
gave “Persil” white.

Ranking

Manufacturer

Model

1

Ricoh

GR III

2

Fujifilm

X-T30

3 equal

Fujifilm

X-T3

3 equal

Sony

A6400

3 equal

Sony

A7 III

4 equal

Sony

A7R III

4 equal

Fujifilm

X-E3

4 equal

Leica

CL

5 equal

Sony

A9

5 equal

Canon

Rebel SL3

So, what about the Sony Look? In a comparison of
how accurately cameras can reproduce the colours of a
X-Rite Color Checker SG colour target, Greg Scoblete
found that the Sony cameras filled 4 of the first 10 places,
Fujifilm had three cameras in the first 10 places and a
Canon camera only made it to the last but equal 5th
For those who don’t remember the Persil washing position—see the table and for further details see:
powder adverts, Persil white had a bluish tinge that made
https://pdnonline.com/gear/cameras/the-bestit appear “brighter”. Hence the terms of lenses being cameras-for-color-reproduction-ranked/
“warm” or “cool”. Also in the cine days even the “look” of
So, it seems the quests for accurate colour
the film was important. Those who did not like the bright reproduction and a nice, pretty or colourful photos or
colours of Kodachrome would go for the more muted videos are mutually exclusive. For example, Sony cameras
palette of Agfachrome or the better reproduction of are said to not have good skin tones whilst Canon does.
green foliage by Fujichrome.

All this means we prefer photos of fair skinned people
who have a “warm” look or perhaps a “glowing” look
which may reduce blemishes and skin contrasts.
Dial Your Own Colour
As most digital camera owners know, you can readily
change the colour look of your videos by selecting one of
the many settings that are offered in the menu. The
images opposite show the markedly saturated colours of
the Fujifilm’s Velvia film setting, even out “popping” the
Canon image, but notice the difference sky renditions
between the two. So, although colour photography /
cinematography may mean greater realism compared to
the black and white equivalent, it also seems that colour,
and the brightness of that colour, are often considered
synonymous, with the more realistic image losing out to
the more impressive image.
Control Your Own Colour
Of course, the professional cinema industry has
controlled the colour in its films, starting from the
Technicolor days. As Russell Merritt states in his article
“Crying in Colour: How Hollywood Coped When
Technicolor Died”, “… by the mid-1940s the flesh tones
Technicolor preferred were warm and darkish, which
could better play off heavily saturated colour surroundings
without being swallowed up by them.” The “Technicolor
Look” came from Natalie Kalmus who applied her
decorator’s background and so for her, colour design was
a cinematic element that had to please the eye.

Both photos were taken with automatic white balance and

exposure. The Fujifilm photo was shot using Fujifilm’s Film
Once audiences got over Technicolor’s artificially
Simulation Setting: ”Velvia/Vivid” which produces more
coloured worlds, colours in films started to be used to
saturated colours than the Canon.
manipulate the emotions as effectively as does music.
Which is the “nicer” photo?
However, a new challenge for coloured movies was how
to present colourless or harsh environments which
previously had been shot in B&W. The answer was the avoiding jump cuts but seldom the arrangement of colour
colour palettes became less saturated, no vivid accents, within the frame.
This is odd for how many Kodachrome slides have we
no pinpricks of primary colours, just neutrals and pastels.
viewed
with a person wearing red in the foreground of a
The creative use of colour in amateur movies is not
landscape
to give the image some depth?
well developed. We concentrate on framing, composition,

We have lost another of the greats from our amateur
film world. Gerald Mee passed away on 16th March 2022
at the age of 95.
For decades, he was a pillar of strength for Stoke Cine
and Video Society. He was a stalwart officer of the IAC and
a Life Vice-President. He was also active in support of
cinema in Stoke on Trent Film Theatre and supporter of
the Staffordshire Film Archive.
His profession had been in retail pharmacy. His
hobbies included playing the organ and collecting silver
teaspoons ... but above all travel.
He was almost always at UNICA festivals, where he
knew so many people from other countries. They, I think,
regarded him as the perfect, kindly English gentleman.

Gerald Mee

So did I.
Dave Watterson
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Gloucester Film Makers

The mixture of Zoom and face to face meetings
Since my last report we have had a busy period with 3
continues to work well this season for TFMC and members club competitions and the The Annual Inter Club
are as enthusiastic and involved as ever.
Competition. The latter was hosted on Zoom by the
Since the previous newsletter, compiled in February, Tewkesbury Club and we were awarded The Ray Toleman
topics covered during Zoom meetings have been:- how to Trophy for the Best Film, "Stroudwater Restored and
improve both live and voiceover sound recording with Connected," made by Robert Paget. This film also won
Geoff Hodgkinson, basic camera skills and techniques with Best Sound.
Roger Western, the screening of a selection of films from
the Orpington Video and Film Makers ‘Film of the Year’
competition (which Orpington also asked TFMC to judge),
increasing the visual impact of travel films with Suzie
Topolska and the screening of the entries for the Film That
Tune challenge.

This being our 60th year these awards were especially
welcomed. Congratulations to Bristol who won The
Cheltenham Video Makers' Trophy for Best
Cinematography.
Our Open Animation Competition was won by Henryk
Jackimcxyk with "Aircraft 2 -On Board Safety"

There have also been two face to face meetings at
My film, "The arrival of the tall ships" won the
Bitton House, both of which were practical sessions.
Documentary Competition and "Signs of spring" the Film
The first saw the completion of the long delayed green to Music Competition.
screen exercise with Roger Edwards, in which members
Looking ahead, on May 16th we will be having a talk
filmed a short scene in front of a green screen that they on "Sound Advice" by Derek Clare plus the Impact
then had to insert into some cafe scenes, previously shot Competition.
by Roger. As he explained there were several aspects to
June 6th yet another Open Competition, the title
consider, such as, lighting levels and direction and using
being "How to do......". This will be a Zoom meeting.
the correct camera angles to ensured that the correct
Members and friends, on June 27th, will be
perspective was maintained.
celebrating our Diamond Jubilee Dinner at a local hotel.
In April the second practical evening gave two
We will be seeing some excerpts from films from the
options. The first was for members to film an inanimate
1960s up to the present day after our meal.
object of their choice in a creative manner (finished films
Video Road Shows are back once more with seven in
to be screened at a later date) and, in another area, a
lighting test for the first of the club projects for this year the diary so far to keep us busy for the rest of the year.
took place.
My thanks as ever, to Mike Morris and Chris Wheatley
Anyone is welcome to attend both the Zoom and for their input to these shows and again to Chris for
physical meetings, whatever your expertise and wherever organising the Zoom meetings.
you live. A limited number of ‘visitor’ places are available
If you, or your club would like to win £60 then have a
for the zoom meetings which can be ‘booked’ via the look at our website for details about a Drama Film
website contact details. Feel free to visit and if you find Competition based on "60". Entries are due late
that it isn’t for you, we shall not be offended if you leave September.
early.
For further details of our 60 Film Competition please
Both the website and Facebook page are normally go to our website:
updated on a weekly basis during the season.
www.gloucesterfilmmakers.org.uk
Keep on filming.
http://www.teignfilmmakersclub.org

On Tuesday 5�� April, BFVS Filmmaking in Bristol shot
our first film in our new clubroom. It is on a local subject,
the designing of Clifton Suspension Bridge by Brunel. But
it is not a conventional approach, as it takes a surreal,
satirical, approach. It stars BFV S Committee Chairman,
Tim Smart, as Brunel.
http://www.bristolvideo.org.uk/index.html

John Greene, Gloucester Film Makers

One thing I like about Weymouth Movie Makers is choice of automatic or manual filming. With automatic
that they're not too equipment orientated, unlike one you can set the camera to take shots every so often. I used
camera club I used to attend. Watch a film and it's judged 5 seconds, which gave me plenty of time between shots.
by the result on the screen, and no one wonders what
equipment was used to make it. Mind you, when I first
joined I knew nothing about video equipment so did pick
some members' brains as to which camera and software
editor they used. As it happens I've recently purchased
two items which came to my attention.
The Ringlight

What to animate? I had no bendy toys so made a note
to look out for something like that. I did have a computer
mouse. I put that on a board and started animating.
Nudge mouse, camera click, nudge mouse, camera click ...
I'm sure you know.
I still managed to include my arm in one or two
frames, but it's possible to delete such shots. Having taken
approx 130 frames I had my test. After pressing Stop the
camera can compile the video, (or later, you can carry on
where you left off) with a choice of frame rates (I used
25fps) and quality. A few moments later, I had an MP4 file
which runs for approximately 6 seconds. No need for Mr
One I saw first reviewed by Tom Hardwick in I.A.C's Disney to panic just yet, but very encouraging.
Film and Video Maker. I eagerly await the magazine
popping through my letterbox and the Feb 2022 issue
captured my imagination. In that, Tom reviewed a 14 inch
ringlight. I emailed him to find out where he'd bought it,
and he told me but reported they were out of stock. I
couldn't find that size and price on the net, unless I
ordered from China so forgot about it for a couple of days.
Then fate took a hand. An evening trip to LIDLs resulted in
me buying a 10 inch version. It has ten light levels and
three colour temperature settings plus other features.
This one is run from a USB source and since I have a USB
mains adapter and a powerpack I have a choice. I'm
pleased with it, well worth the price of £14.99.
There's nothing so inspirational as buying a new lens,
and the local camera shop supplied me with a micro
4/3rds Panasonic 25 mm f1.7 prime lens. Its main
advantage over the kit lens is its wider maximum
aperture. So far I've taken mainly stills, and regularly
photograph progress of a building site which is being
turned into an out-of-town shopping centre, (vice versa
with the shops in town.)
The Software
Also in FVM was an article by Willy van der Linden
about Dominique Krem, a very talented animation
software developer. I looked up some of the software he
uses for his 3D animations and found trials on the net,
though the full versions were quite expensive or too
advanced for what I want. One used vector graphics.
(Sorry, brain hurts.) So I forgot about that for a couple of
days too. Once again fate took a hand.

One thing I did find when shooting : the current frame
appears on the rear screen superimposed over a few
previous ones. The idea is to help time movement by
seeing how much objects moved between each of the last
few shots. Neat.
I was eager to have another go, and set up a more
permanent platform. Moved this and that out of the way,
though it'll take ages for me to be rid of a filing cabinet to
make much needed space. You too can rearrange your
house. As for the board, instead of having it so high that I
had to stand to move objects, this time I kept it lower so I
could sit down. I found three cheap toy characters in
town, and set about animating these, though I did find
when it came to moving all three between frames that my
5 second interval now seemed very short.

Looking through the on-screen manual of my
After a while the battery ran out. It was near time to
Panasonic G100 for something so simple to alter that I'd
forgotten how to do it, I noticed a menu setting for change the camera angle anyway, which was just as well,
animation. In the same group is time lapse and focus and I'd taken it off the tripod and started to unscrew the
detachable platform before I remembered that the
stacking. I already had animation software!
camera charges in situ. I needn't have moved the camera
I remembered to set the picture ratio to 16:9 and once
at all.
the stop motion animation option is selected there is a

Adding Green Screen
Then I did another sequence which involved
animating a moving toy duck in front of a green
background, and green-screening it against a background
of live ducks. I also added couple of thought bubbles, and
the result is 30s of magic. Great fun.

I also discovered it was possible to output the result
twice each at two different resolutions. A one minute film
test I managed to output at FHD/50p and then again at
4K/24p. The G100 provides the capability to make 4K films
in widescreen and stereo sound. Unheard of just a few
years ago.

Happy Filming
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Why isn’t your club
represented in this
magazine?

I have long enjoyed movies. When I was eight I was
given a hand powered 9.5 projector made by a company
called 'Norris' that showed (silent) 50 foot reels of Mickey
Mouse and Hop-along Cassidy (“Western Cowboy” films if
you are too young to know). Four years later I was
presented with a Pathescope “Princess” projector for
Christmas. It was also 9.5 mm (also silent) and it basically
looks like a floor polish tin on a tripod with a lens attached
to the front and a large electric motor on the back. This
projector took a 400 foot reel. The lower reel was turned
by an elastic band and I would often find it jammed and
the film all on the floor to be rewound very carefully. But
my love of the moving image had begun.

only recording of my mother's voice we had and so I made
copies for my father and my brother and sister and extra
copies to keep. That tape became precious to us.
When our grandchildren started to come along I
remembered that tape and how precious it had been to
our family and so I started recording the grandchildren as
many of us do these days. Mostly at special events such as
birthdays and Christmas of course but also when we all
met for holiday events such as a trip to the beach.
I learned as I went along. One year I filmed our two
year old grandson opening his Christmas presents and I
kept the camera going for what seemed like an endless
pile of gifts. How boring this is to watch now. I have had
to cut it down to some manageable segments, when he
makes some funny comment or has a particular reaction
to the opened gift. I did also fortunately take some cutaway shots of parents watching with proud pleasure, of
the Christmas tree with the gifts disappearing one by one
from underneath, and even the cards on the shelf, so I cut
the present opening and fill with cutaways.

Birthdays are good times to get the camera out and no
birthday film is complete without the appearance of the
birthday cake and the singing of “Happy Birthday to You”
and the blowing out of the candles. Of course, make sure
you get permission from the parents of all the other
Later in life when I turned 21 my father bought me, as
children attending and promise them none of it will end
a surprise gift, a Super8 film camera. I couldn't tell you the
up on social media.
make now, I think it was American, and it wasn't the best,
One particularly good and charming scene we have on
but then Dad did not know anything about film making.
Still it did the job and I have a box full of 50 foot reels of one DVD is of my son-in-law reading to his three year old
son and three year old niece who, both sitting on his lap,
film taken on holidays and at one or two weddings etc.
were making accompanying noises for the characters in
After getting married and starting a family, filming the
the book. Always have the camera ready is my policy, I
children seemed a good thing to do. Record them growing
have missed a few good moments by not having it by my
up. However, as the Super8 film cassettes were expensive
side. I think the family and particularly the grandchildren,
- £5+ a reel which only lasted 3.5 minutes and once shot
are used to Ganga (that's their word for me as Grandad –
that was it - I discovered that as the children came along
it's a long story) getting his camera out and pointing it in
(we have three daughters) I was using this camera less
their direction.
and less mainly because of the cost. So I have quite a lot
Film the grandchildren but do make sure the results
of film of Lisa our Eldest in her early years, not quite so
much of Kate our second, and hardly any of Nikki, our are edited so it is watchable is my advice, even though it
third when she was young. In fact for a while I hardly used is probable only you and your family will watch them. You
don't want to send them all to sleep. Like all movies you
the Super8 camera at all, mainly because of the cost.
make, try to tell an interesting story so as to keep your
In 1993 my wife and I planned a trip to South Africa, a
family's, as well as your own, interest when watching. As
country we had always wanted to visit. Now was the time
our grandchildren are growing older (the oldest will be 13
to splash out on a new Sony Handycam, expensive, but
in July) the stories change and they themselves are
with this new technology I could film as much as I wanted
involved in telling the stories or they even borrow the
and even record over it if I didn't like what I had originally
camera and shoot their own contributions.
filmed. The added bonus was that it also recorded sound.
Interestingly it is the grandchildren themselves that
A new era of film making opened up for me, although our
seem
to get most pleasure out of watching my family films
three daughters, of course, were now grown up and didn't
at the moment. When they come for a visit they often say
like a camera pointing in their direction.
“can we watch......” and they would pick a birthday or
I then had an experience which showed me how
Christmas film for me to put on the DVD player. It has to
important recording the family might be. My mother sadly
be said that the parents of the grandchildren are not quite
passed away in 1995 and a year or so later my father came
so keen to watch the DVDs at present, but I am sure they
across a small reel of audio recording tape. Dad had a
will love them when their children are all grown up and
Sony reel-to-reel stereo recorder there was a jumble of
have left home - as we enjoy watching the now digitised
music and voices and he could not make head or tale of it.
Super8 footage I shot when our children were young.
I decided to pull out one of the channel leads and
Children grow so quickly and there are so many precious
suddenly my mother's voice filled the room. It was a tape
memories that pass just as quickly, but with cameras that
she had recorded when she and my father were in the
record video and sound in such high quality these days
USA in the 1960s and were sending audio tapes to us
(even on mobile phones) we do have the tools to preserve
instead of letters. Dad had obviously accidentally
them for some time to come.
recorded music over it on the other channel. This was the
Ivan Andrews, Chair: Teign Film Makers Club

Do we set the trend or do the manufactures set it? Do
they ‘listen’ to customers or collect enough data to ensure
accuracy, or do they simply dictate by restricting choice?
If you observe what is on offer, it would appear we are
going backwards in some respects. Not a very long time
ago, cameras were becoming more compact, smaller and
we had a trend of inclusivity, namely "bells and whistles"
bristling with "come and buy me". During that era, I just
happened to come across a Which magazine, in which it
displayed a Sony camera and declared it "the best". There
was a short report accompanying the article, not technical
with listings of specifications to baffle the uninitiated, but
enough to say that it was a wonderful little device … for
the price.
In its carrying case that you sling over your shoulder,
containing its accessories, it weighs 0.786 Kg. In English,
that’s just over 1 lb 11 ozs. It has a lens mounted in
gimbals and it is the Sony model PJ530E. It boasted
stabilisation some 15x more effective than digital
Steadyshot. In today’s money it would cost £850-ish. It
takes superbly steady pictures. It has a zoom lens, which
is quite powerful and when in use, it produces rock steady
pictures in a gale of wind. Where did this kind of video
camera go?

Ergonomically, it is quite puzzling why the DSLR has
become ‘The camera of the future’, when it is so
cumbersome, sitting on a gimbal that could be an integral
part of the camera. You don’t need a whole camera to be
stabilised, you need the lens and its sensor to be
stabilised. I paid out £500 for a stabiliser to mount a
Canon 700 series camera. It will not accommodate a
zoom lens. The removal of lenses invites particles of dust
and you won’t know about them until the shots are in the
editor … yes we know about the methods of in-camera
cleansing, not always effective.
You know the way it goes. When you become elderly
and after a lifetime of filmmaking, you are likely to end up
with umpteen cameras, they varying in operation from
clawing a film through a gate to an iPhone. If filming a
documentary, quite often the demands are such that, you
may need a small camera to get into small spaces. You
may resort to a iPhone if pot holing and a large tripod
mounted camera if filming a stage show. For a good
all-rounder with simple controls and a 2K format, despite
all my outlay over the years, I find I’m still using the little
PE530E, which is still producing rock steady pictures, even
if I run or sit on the back of a motorcycle going over rough
terrain. Yet, this camera is extremely delicate. It will not
take knocks, as the lens is so delicately poised, any shock
will destroy its mounting. If dropped, it won’t be working
when you pick it up, that’s for sure.
The wider the angle of a WA lens, the easier it is to
stabilise, and iPhones today are the bees’ knees when it
comes to picture locking in the frame, which has its
disadvantages when panning, but they are super-wide
angle, often necessary. In the PE530, the amount of
picture lock power may be adjusted incrementally.

The clunky cameras on offer today are twice the
weight, and if you want stabilisation, then you are looking
at another kilo, adding up to about two kilogrammes,
which you now have to hold out in front of you, but to do
so, you have to grow muscles and end up like a lobster
with a huge shoulder and a small shoulder. I’m not going
to mention the prices of today’s packages, but it’s a lot.
If we do an analysis, we observe that a 4K camera can
be installed in a device the size of a slab of chocolate, so
we aren’t held back by size. If you look at the size of the
zoom lens in a large DSLR, it could be mounted on top of
the small bodied camera and be gimbal mounted, and
interchangeable. The handle per se could hold much of
the necessary circuitry and the screen could be mounted
and stowed away virtually anywhere. High impact plastics
today, weigh very little and prove durable, and may cover
a metal framework if necessary. Here’s the rub … if we
were now to take the Sony PE530E and fit within it 4K
circuitry, it would immediately outclass just about
anything on the market today for the price.

Having read thus far, you may be wondering why I’m
writing about the past and the cameras back then. It is
simply that they have left a hole in the camera market.
We could now have a 4K camera with gimbal mounted
lens, weighing less than a kilos, dedicated to the
production of video footage and simple to operate. With
the technology available today with intelligent systems,
computer ground lenses producing superb definition,
small sensors with an incredibly large pixel count and if
the technology used by Black Magic were to be applied
when it comes to pixel formation, it would prove
breathtakingly superb.

You know, they almost got there. Sony was on the
road to producing an out-and-out winner, but for some
unknown reason, they dropped the gimballed lens
mount. Yet here I am, over a decade later, when you
won’t even find it mentioned if Googled, none are on sale
anywhere … and I’m still NEEDING to use it. There is a
good reason for doing so, as I don’t have to carry a tripod,
I don’t have to carry a gimbal, it is light, compact and fast
into action … flip out the screen and hit RECORD and
within three seconds it’s up and running. You cannot buy
a camera with a gimbal mounted lens today, which is as
Given the weight of a DSLR + gimbal, you may just as light and easy to use, with a zoom lens, producing 4K
well have a shoulder mount camera with digital pictures … they simply don’t exist … and that, dear reader,
stabilisation. It is easier to use, in that I’ve actually filmed means that there is hole in the market, waiting to be filled.
continuously for 45 mins, using a shoulder mount, when
If you do the analysis and realise that what you have
in my sixties. The posture one takes up with a shoulder in the cupboard cannot be matched by ticking all the
mount camera is a natural one, and is one of the reasons boxes, you leave the money in the bank … and with what
that professionals still use them.
is happening today, that isn’t a bad idea!

With the arrival of the warmer weather, I was looking
forward to completing a film about a church that I started
last July. The warden proved to be the perfect presenter,
much helped by his stage appearances at the local Arts
Centre. We couldn't finish last year due to the weather,
his unavailability and Covid restrictions, so with just a few
pieces to camera to complete this year it looked as if I
could finish the project within a few weeks.

another of similar length and would provide the same
emotional experience was nigh on impossible. As I still use
the Casablanca, my main source of non copyright music
comes from AKM with tracks from their albums featuring
a lot in my films. I recently scrolled through all their
albums which took about three days listening to hundreds
of tracks and eventually I found one that seemed
acceptable.

The CD was purchased and added to the start and end
scenes and thankfully the overall result was a success,
with virtually all scenes matching up with music's tempo.
There are three that are not quite with the beat, so these
scenes need to be changed although I have no idea where
they are on the old tapes, but just having found an
Recently, our club chairman sent us an email to say alternative track is a huge weight of my mind. Now I can
the next meeting would be our AGM, so I duly arrived on look forward to larger audiences.
Being a documentary maker, I find it very rewarding
the evening at the church hall we use and found the
someone from the previous group about to leave . They when I receive emails and phone calls from people who
told me the door key was in the key safe outside, so with have found my details online, years after the film has
that confirmation I set about putting out the tables and been completed. The most common calls relate to E W
Burnett and Sons, a motorcycle shop at 5 Eldon Street
chairs.
Almost immediately, it dawned on me that I had Southsea. The enquirer usually ends up purchasing my
arrived on the wrong night! I dashed outside in hope to DVD with the proceeds going to charity.
I sent him and email about a proposed resumption
date to which he replied that he had a new part in a stage
production for which he had grown a moustache and it
wasn't negotiable! Talk about a spanner in the works, but
he assures me he will shave it off once the his stage part
has ended.

The most recent email
arrived last week, asking
about a Velocette that was
sold by this business. I
thought it odd that the chap
provided his home address,
when all he had to do was
wait for me to answer the
email. I did this, but have not
That brings me to my experience with two video clubs heard from him since, so
regarding members who from time to time use copyright perhaps he does need me to reply by post.
I then had another gentleman phone in response to
music without the necessary licence on the basis that no
one will know as its only within the club confines. I must my request for information on the Southsea Miniature
admit doing the same on a couple of occasions, with one Railway, but that was a few years ago. That film was
film being my most successful, having also been seen by completed in 2020, but have to admit that some details
were impossible to obtain, so while new facts are of
several small audiences of various interest groups.
Recently, I was asked to show it at an Arts Centre, but interest its too late to make a difference to the film. Yet
sadly I had to decline, because of the unlicensed music. I this chap knew the family that ran the railway so I feel
did enquire about the cost of using the music at public there needs to be a record of his memories.
see the person who had just left as I needed the key safe
code, but there was know one about. I phoned our club
chairman, but he was out so I called another member in
the hope he would had the code, which he didn't. While
speaking with him a passer by asked me if I needed help
and it transpired that the "man next door" had the code.
What a relief! I never made the AGM as the following
week I was tested positive for Covid which left me with a
bad cold, but fortunately no other side affects.

I have asked him to write it down, but obviously the
venues, but it would be about £1000, so there was only
best option would be an interview as I still have all the
one alternative and that was to change the score.
That’s has been on my mind for a long time, but its material from the film. So no matter how much I try to
hard enough to find the right piece in the first place, end my filming days, something is always cropping up to
keep the camera in action.
without looking for another.
My film begins and ends with the same fabulous
orchestral piece, so the chances of replacing it with
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The recent Gloucester Inter club film competition,
excellently organized by online host club Tewkesbury
YMCA Movie Makers this year, was certainly a Celebration
of Film Making. Links to the online playlist was an
informative programme in Pdf form produced by Angela
Rendell, and there were even two canine pets involved in
watching the subsequent zoom event. I always try to learn
from the films of others, watching their camera and
editing techniques, and being “online”, was able to watch
again on different devices and screens. The “face to face”
comments on twelve films from the judges were among
the most detailed, insightful and thorough judging
comments I have ever heard.
Reflecting on the results, I saw quality camera work
which I wish I could achieve, and was even given ideas for
a couple of future film projects.
Gazing at a webcam or tablet to speak to others still
seems odd to me, just as though I have walked on to the
film set of “This Island Earth” and looking at the
“Interossiter”. The number of semi-redundant cameras
we accumulate over the years, let alone the collection of
chargers, does concern some, but I see it as a bonus.
“Almost” proof that we are moving forward in our hobby,
and there are those cameras where within weeks of
buying them, you achieve a result or a single picture which
tells you that you have achieved the full value of that
camera or device in just one shot.
Monetised
I watched a Youtube channel which I am fairly sure is
monetized and possibly has sponsorship from an
advertiser. The drone shots and locations were
interesting, but instantly showed the drone operator was
just starting out, and could only carry out one control
function at a time. If that were the case, how could they
be filming for a monetized product? If so, did they comply
with the CAA regulations and licence for commercial
drone photography? A partial replication of a drone shot
which I filmed last September did made me smile.
Because they appear to be earning money from this, I
made a short list of the issues in the film. The worst
photographic issues were the rolling shutter of what I
presume to be a DSLR. When a railway train passed by,
the railway carriages were unrealistically “leaning”
forward. An overhead drone shot of a train which seemed
low contrast, showed the train “stuttering” along the
tracks, caused by filming with a fast shutter speed.
Perfection does not exist in any equipment we buy,
dream of or invent. We create films with realistic images,
but edited films compress visual representation into short
slices of reality. Humans are remarkably skilled at
identifying differences, misalignment of structures and
unusual features on aerial reconnaissance maps. An
image of a beautiful face becomes strange when one side
of the image is replaced by a mirror image of the other
side. I generally avoid telling anyone what camera, TV or
editing software I use or prefer, knowing that I shall soon
be told there is better out there.
Imperfections in still images and moving film can be
beautiful. The pointillism technique of Post Impressionist
artist Georges Seurat, reduces the overall resolution of
detail into what we could now call a “low pixel count”.
However, it can draw the observer into understanding
that image more, and gives insight into the artist’s

intentions and ideas. I wonder whether it is only the
“human species” which is searching for perfection, and
that perhaps this “trait” assisted in driving forward the
evolution of mankind, and also led to the creation of “art”
in so many forms.
Educationalists continue to discuss and disagree over
the merits of either encouraging children to copy accurate
drawings and images to create a form of “realism”, or
ensuring they are restricted to only drawing and painting
with their early and unstructured ideas of creativity.
Extend this concept into amateur film making, and I
wonder whether all of the efforts to complete a film with
as few “errors” as possible, can have a negative effect. It
could “win” a competition by being devoid of errors, but
have no creativity. Rigid and repetitive film techniques in
terms of structure, camerawork and edit, a fixed length of
film run time, same opening titles etc., in the way of many
TV series and documentaries, can be devoid of creative or
opportunistic shots. Many of those productions leave
clues as to the restricted freedom given to camera crews,
the Director’s instruction given to drone pilots (who then
miss opportunities), and title sequences displaying similar
styles to other TV dramas. I once watched a TV news
report being filmed, and spoke to the cameraman saying
“if you moved up there, you would get a really great shot”.
He replied “I agree, but the Director has told me to stand
here”.
We have more freedom to choose and experiment.
There is no “pay cheque” at the end of it, but when I
search around YouTube channels of other clubs, I am
certain that there is always an element of learning,
“crossfeed”, and copying of styles from the work of those
closest around you. That is sometimes evidenced in
similar styles or approach to editing within a Club. As a
personal target, I always set out to attempt something
new in each film, even if that is perhaps only how I display
any opening film logo. If it works to advantage or makes
the film look more cinematic, I use it again. For years I
have blended audio transitions of almost every shot,
except where I want an impact effect, and I now examine
and alter the opacity of every title or on screen “astons”.
I have never received any comments on either of these
points, meaning it has either been of little effect and been
pointless, or that it has added something which is not
obvious, but which assists the flow of the visuals.
I was recently handed a
Gloucester manufactured
“Miller” standard 8mm cine
camera, complete with
handbook. It is very basic,
and so many aspects of it tell
you that it was certainly not
perfect.
Most likely every first
frame of each shot was a
“flash frame” because the
instructions tell you to
reduce exposure by one stop
when taking single frames. It feels as though it was
designed around the body of a Meccano No.1. clockwork
motor, and the eyepiece is very poor with a very restricted
field of view.

with different opening exposure settings) to fade out on
an image of a sunset. Never having owned a Standard
8mm viewer from the days when my eyesight was good
and I used a strip of white leader on which I had written
“16 frames”, this crude edit relied on projecting, making
notes and glances at a stop watch. Then projecting all
films in parallel, and altering black leader lengths.
Projected 24 feet wide in public twice, the greatest
problem was starting the three projectors and the tape
recorder when “cue” points, made from very short
lengths of white leader, appeared on screen.
I was now looking at the biscuit tin containing the
three films and audio tape, and felt that I had improved
The shutter release is an awkward sliding metal plate, my skills of using scanned cine film sufficiently to tackle it.
but I would have been thrilled to have been handed this
Each of the films had run at 18fps when projected, and
when in my mid-teens, just as I would have loved the first
once scanned and several cups of coffee later, I was
of Kodak’s “point and shoot” Super 8 cameras when I was
cropping the images to correct and exclude the cine frame
a sixth former.
line, and making each of the films play at the apparent
correct original speed when seen on 25fps video. I
renamed three video tracks on the timeline to ensure I
knew which channel I was dealing with when any edits
were required, and it became obvious that the two
Standard 8 projectors had been running at slightly
different speeds.
This was corrected by slowing down (stretching) some
sections, and finding further pertinent Standard 8mm
clips I had shot in the late 1960s and 1970s. A dozen or so
edit points in the original films now showed as very odd
interpolated frames, and this involved cutting out two or
three frames plus stretching clips to fill the resultant gaps.
I normally have to correct the width of scanned cine film
Searching for cine film I had taken of a public house a
after disabling “maintain proportions”, but this project
quarter of a mile away from where I grew up, and which
involved altering the height of each of the main video
is now a road traffic roundabout, I remembered a “Three
tracks to deal with the same issue.
Screen” film I had made 25 years ago. I wrote of this a
Was the result perfect? Certainly not, but I learnt
couple of years ago, and how it started my making a series
much from the process and it brought back so many
of films with three separate videos running.
memories of friends no longer with us.
The first was “One May Morning” and was fun to edit.
In our attempts to improve our own films, I
I always wondered if I would be able to digitize the 14
minute “Tribute”, which had standard 8mm either side of sometimes wonder if it is also altering us in the way we
a Super 8mm film, and a “wild” audio track running on a think about films and images.
tape recorder. The whole thing came from offcuts of other
Robert
films, and included two almost identical attempts, (but

WWW.

Hi Pip,

How City Streets Are Transformed To Look Old In
Movies
| Movies Insider
Here is a short clip taken with a head mounted
GoPro 7 Black camera. During my last visit to
Rarotonga, in the Cook Islands. Turn up your sound
for a local backing music.

https://youtu.be/-DZoj6qMGcs

https://youtu.be/L6ZLIurDAGM

This Method Always Leads To Original Story Ideas Guido Segal

Regards, Jim Hatch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trJFYkHzw7c
I Don’t Want To Write Stories I’ve Seen A Million
Times - Marc Scott Zicree

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNpwliIkhbg
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